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KLARA
Everything has been designed to give the
passenger maximum enjoyment while on board
the ship. Beds with top quality mattresses
and cushions lined with luxurious fabrics, a
comfortable taboo desk, LCD TV and a mini
bar and private bathroom, combined with the
subtle tones of the interior combined with
white, relaxing colors of rocks and ceilings,
gives the traveler the opportunity to rest while
traveling.
The salon on board is the spacious to
accommodate passengers where stay together
enjoying festive activates or dinning local
cuisine. Equipped with seating areas for all
travelers, a bar, 3 LCD televisions and a central
buffet table for mingling with likeminded
fellow passengers. The space offers everything
needed for socializing and getting to know
other guests.
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SALON
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LOWER DECK
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summer and winter. Large round rattan tables
with comfortable chairs, all combined with light
sandy colors and sunny colors of decorative
pillows, give this area a sense of the sea with
the sea.
The upper deck is equipped with deck chairs,
Jacuzzi pool and open-air bar, spacious sofas
and allows the passenger to stay in space with
tapered sails. A combination of white, sand and
gray tones prevails in this area.
Three mast schooner is designed to carry 36
passengers for cruise in unrestricted navigation
area, as per class requirements for passenger
vessel.

The salon is connected to the open deck on
the main deck, covered with a hard-top and
is suitable for the stay of passengers during

TECHNICAL DATA
SHIP LENGTH OVERALL:
LENGTH B. P.:
LENGTH, BETWEEN PERPENDICULARS:
BREADTH:
DEPTH, TO MAIN DECK:
CREW MEMBERS:
PASSENGERS:
PASSENGER CABINS:
ECONOMIC SPEED:
ELECTRICITY:

208 ft / 62 m
181 ft / 55 m
135 ft / 41 m
32 ft / 10 m
17 ft / 5 m
12
36
18
10 kts / 18.5 km
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